BATH FURNITURE COLLECTION

A SOOTHING AT-HOME
RETREAT WITH BATH
FURNITURE FR OM
DURA SUPREME
The bath has evolved from its purist utilitarian roots to a more
intimate and reflective sanctuary in which to relax and reconnect.
A refreshing spa-like environment offers a brisk welcome at
the dawning of a new day or a soothing interlude as your day
concludes.

Our busy and hectic lifestyles leave us yearning for a private
place where we can truly relax and indulge. With amenities that
pamper the senses and design elements inspired by luxury spas,
bathroom environments are being transformed from the mundane
and utilitarian to the extravagant and luxurious.

Bath cabinetry from Dura Supreme offers myriad design directions
to create the personal harmony and beauty that are a hallmark of
the bath sanctuary. Immerse yourself in our expansive palette of
finishes and wood species to discover the look that calms your
senses and soothes your soul. Your Dura Supreme designer will
guide you through the selections and transform your bath into a
beautiful retreat.

DIP into the pages of this design guide, SOAK in the ideas,
IMMERSE yourself in inspiration and LAVISH your private retreat
with bath furniture from Dura Supreme.
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Coordinated bath furniture shown with Marley door style in Cherry with Praline finish.
Vanity (FTV1DD60) with Decorative Toe “CRM”, Linen Cabinet (84F1LSCTV1518) with Decorative Toe “PCRM”, Mirror (MSMF5442) with Black paint finish.
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ST YLE ONE
SOAK your senses in a tranquil spa environment with sophisticated
bath furniture from Dura Supreme. Coordinate an entire collection
of bath cabinetry and customize it for your particular needs to create
an environment that always looks put together and beautifully
styled. Any combination of door styles, wood species and finishes
can be selected to create a one-of-a-kind bath furniture collection.

A double sink creates personal space for two, while drawer
stacks create convenient storage to keep your bath uncluttered
and organized. STYLE ONE furniture series offers 15 different
configurations (for single bowl, double bowl or offset sinks) and
multiple decorative toe options to create a personal environment
that reflects your style.

A matching decorative toe element coordinates the vanity and linen cabinets.
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Vanity (FTV1DD60) with Decorative Toe “CRM”, Linen Cabinet (84F1LSCTV1518) with Decorative Toe “PCRM”, Mirror (MSMF5442).
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CONFIGUR ATIONS
STYLE ONE Furniture Vanities are available in a variety of configurations to suit your specific needs. Select from single,
double or offset sink designs with the door/drawer combination that best fits your powder room, bathroom or master bath.
Config B

Config C

Config D

Config E

Config F

Linen Cabinets

Double Sink (D)

Offset Sink (O)
Left Drawer Stack Shown

Single Sink (S)

Config A

DECOR ATIVE OPTIONS
STYLE ONE Furniture Vanities can be specified with a decorative toe option to create a coordinated bath with vanity cabinets
and linen cabinets. Decorative toe options are shown below.
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Coordinated bath furniture shown with Lynden door style in Maple with Poppy Seed finish.
Vanity (FTV2SD48)and Linen Cabinet (72F2LS1D2121) with Bun Foot “10”, Mirror (VFM3030).
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ST YLE TWO
SPLASH your bath with fine furniture details to create a coordinated
and relaxing atmosphere. With a variety of configuration choices,
each vanity console can be designed to cradle a single, double or
offset sink basin. A matching linen cabinet can be selected with
a deep drawer for towels and paper items, and a convenient full
length mirror for a dressing area. For this vanity, stately beveled legs
accent the beveled details of the door style, but any combination
of door styles, wood species and finishes can be selected to create
a one-of-a-kind bath furniture collection.

A centered console provides plenty of space on both sides of the
sink, while drawer stacks resemble a furniture bureau. STYLE
TWO furniture series offers 15 different configurations (for single
bowl, double bowl or offset sinks) with decorative bun foot options
to create a personal look.

A matching bun foot detail coordinates the vanity and linen cabinets.
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Vanity (FTV2SD48) with Bun Foot “10”, Mirror (VFM3030).
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CONFIGUR ATIONS
STYLE TWO Furniture Vanities are available in a variety of configurations to suit your specific needs. Select from single,
double or offset sink designs with the door/drawer combination that best fits your powder room, bathroom or master bath.
Config B

Config C

Config D

Config E

Config F

Linen Cabinets

Double Sink (D)

Offset Sink (O)
Left Drawer Stack Shown

Single Sink (S)

Config A

DECOR ATIVE OPTIONS
STYLE TWO Furniture Vanities include bun foot options to create a coordinated bath with vanity cabinets and linen cabinets.
Bun foot options are shown below.

BUN FOOT 6

BUN FOOT 7

BUN FOOT 8

BUN FOOT 11

BUN FOOT 12

BUN FOOT 13

BUN FOOT 9

BUN FOOT 10
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Coordinated bath furniture shown with Bella door style in Cherry with Caraway/Charcoal Glaze finish. Vanity (FTV3SC48) with Post “O” and Decorative Toe
“E”, Linen Cabinet (93F1LSCTV2421) with Decorative Toe “E”, Mullion Pattern “15” with Antique Mirror, Mirror with Valance “E” (VLM3036).
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ST YLE THREE
PLUNGE in with daring design elements to create a coordinated
bath with surprising appeal.

Small spaces call for big design

details like the ornate turned posts that frame the sink area to
create a compelling look for the bath vanity. The decorative toe
detail creates a matching set between the mirror, vanity and linen
cabinet. Any combination of door styles, wood species and finishes
can be selected to create a one-of-a-kind bath furniture collection.

A centered sink basin leaves expansive counter space on both
sides, while drawer stacks create convenient storage.

STYLE

THREE furniture series offers 15 different configurations (for single
bowl, double bowl or offset sinks) with turned posts and decorative
toe options to create a personal look.

The decorative detailing of the sculpted turned post is a stunning look for a bathroom.
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Vanity (FTV3SC48) with Post “O” and Decorative Toe “E.
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CONFIGUR ATIONS
STYLE THREE Furniture Vanities are available in a variety of configurations to suit your specific needs. Select from single,
double or offset sink designs with the door/drawer combination that best fits your powder room, bathroom or master bath.
Config B

Config C

Config D

Config E

Config F

Linen Cabinets

Double Sink (D)

Offset Sink (O)
Left Drawer Stack Shown

Single Sink (S)

Config A

DECOR ATIVE OPTIONS
STYLE THREE Furniture Vanities include a choice of turned posts and can be specified with a decorative toe option to create
a coordinated bath with vanity cabinets and linen cabinets. Decorative post and toe options are shown below.

POST B

POST C

POST H

POST I

POST J

P

CRM

D

PCRM

E

CVE

G2

PCVE

G3
POST K

POST L

POST O

Select any Post option with any Decorative Toe option
to create a one-of-a-kind design.
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Coordinated bath furniture shown with Chapel Hill Panel door style with Storm Gray paint finish. Vanity (FTV4SA36)with Decorative Toe “CVE”,
Linen Cabinet (84F1LS2D3621) with Decorative Toe “PCVE”, Mullion Pattern “13” with Gray Mirror, Coordinating Mirror (FV4M3039).
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ST YLE FOUR
SUBMERSE yourself in a serene bath environment and enjoy
solitude as your reward. Select the most inviting and luxurious
materials to create a relaxing space that rejuvenates as it soothes
and calms. Coordinating bath furniture from Dura Supreme brings
all the details together with your choice of beautiful styles and
finishes. Mirrored doors in the linen cabinet make small spaces
look expansive and add a convenient full length mirror in the
bathroom.

STYLE FOUR furniture series offers 10 different configurations
(for single bowl, double bowl or offset sinks), and decorative toe
options to coordinate vanities and linen cabinets. A matching
mirror complements the vanity design.

The sculpted detail of the Cove Furniture Base creates classic architectural detail for
bath cabinetry.
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Vanity (FTV4SA36)with Decorative Toe “CVE”, Linen Cabinet (84F1LS2D3621) with Decorative Toe “PCVE”,
Mullion Pattern “13” with Gray Mirror, Coordinating Mirror (FV4M3039).
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CONFIGUR ATIONS
STYLE FOUR Furniture Vanities are available in a variety of configurations to suit your specific needs. Select from single,
double or offset sink designs with the door/drawer combination that best fits your powder room, bathroom or master bath.
Config B

Config D

Config F

Linen Cabinets

Double Sink (D)

Offset Sink (O)
Left Drawer Stack Shown

Single Sink (S)

Config A

DECOR ATIVE OPTIONS
STYLE FOUR Furniture Vanities can be specified with a decorative toe option to create a coordinated bath with vanity
cabinets and linen cabinets. Decorative toe options are shown below.
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Coordinated bath furniture shown with Kendall Panel (Inset) door style with Silver Mist paint finish. Mirror and paneling in a contrasting Weathered Finish “A”
in Oak. Vanity (FTV5SC60) with Post “N” and Plain Floor, Linen Cabinet (84F1LS1D3021) with Decorative Toe “P” and Frame/Glass doors, Mirror (MSM3036).
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ST YLE FIVE
IMMERSE your bathroom in soothing colors and styles to create
a classic and familiar atmosphere. Traditional paneling with our
Weathered finish evokes memories of relaxing weekends spent at
the lakeshore cottage. A linen cabinet with glass doors beautifully
displays stacks of towels and bathroom sundries. Dura Supreme’s
STYLE FIVE furniture series is designed with a selection of turned
posts for iconic furniture styling.

A centered sink includes convenient drawers on both sides
for powder room storage. STYLE FIVE furniture series offers 10
different configurations (for single bowl, double bowl or offset
sinks), 15 post designs and an optional floor with a plain or slatted
detail.

A selection of classic post designs offers personalized design choices.
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Vanity (FTV5SC60) with Post “N” and Plain Floor.
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CONFIGUR ATIONS
STYLE FIVE Furniture Vanities are available in a variety of configurations to suit your specific needs. Select from single,
double or offset sink designs with the door/drawer combination that best fits your powder room, bathroom or master bath.
Config C

Config D

Config E

Single Sink (S)

Config A

Double Sink (D)

Offset Sink (O)
Left Drawer Stack Shown

Linen Cabinets

DECOR ATIVE OPTIONS
STYLE FIVE Furniture Vanities can be specified with your choice of turned posts and an optional floor (plain or slatted).

POST A

POST B

POST C

POST D

POST E

POST F

POST G

POST H

POST I

POST J

POST K

POST L

POST M

POST N

POST O

PLAIN FLOOR
OPTION

SLATTED FLOOR
OPTION
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Coordinated bath furniture shown with Homestead Panel door style in Hickory with Morel finish.
Vanity (FTV6OA48), Linen Cabinet (90F1LSCTV3318) with Decorative Toe “P”, Coordinating Mirror (FV6MF3642).
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ST YLE SIX
CLEANSE the clutter by selecting a coordinated collection of bath
furniture with spare sensibility. Dura Supreme’s STYLE SIX furniture
series is designed to create sleek, minimalist appeal. Bookended
on both sides and across the top, a set of doors and/or drawers are
suspended beneath the countertop. If preferred, a floating shelf
can be added for additional attractive storage.

An offset sink is sensitive to space limitations and maximizes
countertop capacity in this small bathroom.

Louvered linen

storage adds drama and coordinates beautifully with the vanity
style. STYLE SIX furniture series offers 10 different configurations
(for single bowl, double bowl or offset sinks) and an optional
floating shelf (floor).

The sleek design of STYLE SIX vanities is ideal for contemporary or transitional spaces.
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Vanity (FTV6OA48) and Coordinating Mirror (FV6MF3642).
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CONFIGUR ATIONS
STYLE SIX Furniture Vanities are available in a variety of configurations to suit your specific needs. Select from single, double
or offset sink designs with the door/drawer combination that best fits your powder room, bathroom or master bath.
Config C

Config D

Config E

Linen Cabinets

Double Sink (D)

Offset Sink (O)
Left Drawer Stack Shown

Single Sink (S)

Config A

DECOR ATIVE OPTIONS
STYLE SIX Furniture Vanities can be specified with a plain floor option to add additional attractive, open storage.

PLAIN FLOOR
OPTION
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Floating vanity shown with Chroma door style with custom painted finish and Cherry Praline finish.
Floating Vanities (WHVBSA24 & WHVBFD15) with Medicine Cabinet (MCM2430-1).
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FLOATING VANITIES
BATHE your bathroom in beautiful details and luxurious design
with FLOATING VANITIES from Dura Supreme.

With Dura

Supreme’s floating system, vanities are suspended on the wall
leaving a sleek, clean look that is ideal for transitional design
themes. Floating vanities are a favorite look for small bathrooms to
impart an open, airy and expansive feel. For this bath, painted and
stained finishes were combined for stunning effect, with matching
medicine cabinets over a floating shelf.

This double sink basin design offers stylish functionality for a shared
bath. A variety of vanity console configurations are available
with floating linen cabinets to maintain the design. FLOATING
VANITIES are available in 12 different configurations (for single
bowl, double bowl or offset sinks) or individual cabinets that can
be combined to create your own unique look.

A floating shelf below the medicine cabinets offers convenient open storage.
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Floating Vanities (WHVBSA24 & WHVBFD15) with Medicine Cabinet (MCM2430-1).
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CONFIGUR ATIONS
FLOATING VANITIES are available in a variety of configurations to suit your specific needs. Select from single, double or
offset sink designs with the door/drawer combination that best fits your powder room, bathroom or master bath.
Config C

Config D

Config E

Double Sink (D)

Offset Sink (O)
Left Drawer
Stack Shown

Single Sink (S)

Config A

lyptus
or details of current

Floating vanity shown with Silverton door style in Lyptus with Poppy Seed finish.
Floating Vanity (WHVBSD48) with coordinating Floating Linen cabinets (59WHLSC1815), Mirror (VFM3636).
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